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Disclaimer
»

»

»

»

»

»

This Presentation is provided by Quickstep Holdings Limited (“Quickstep” or the “Company”) as a summary of the Company and its operations and for
general information purposes only.
This presentation is not a disclosure document and should not be considered as investment advice or an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase
any securities in Quickstep, or an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to such securities. This presentation does not purport to
cover all relevant information about any potential investment in Quickstep. Accordingly, potential investors are advised to seek appropriate
independent advice, if necessary, to determine the suitability of any investment. This presentation must not be relied on to make an investment or
other financial decision and recipients should conduct their own investigations, enquiries and analysis and place no reliance on this presentation in
evaluating any potential investment.
None of Quickstep, or their respective employees, officers, related entities or advisers have audited or investigated the accuracy or completeness of
the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, none of
them makes any representation and none of them gives any assurance, guarantee or warranty, express or implied, as to, and none of them takes any
responsibility or assumes liability (including in negligence) for the authenticity, validity, accuracy, suitability or completeness of, or any errors in or
omissions from, any information, statement or opinion contained in this presentation.
This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements which have not been based solely on historical facts but, rather, on Quickstep’s current
expectations about future events and on a number of assumptions which are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are
outside the control of Quickstep and its directors, officers and advisors. Quickstep undertakes no obligation to update these forward-looking
statements for events or circumstances that occur subsequent to such statements or to keep current any of the information provided. Any estimates
or projections as to events that may occur in the future (including projections of revenue, expense, net income and performance) are based upon the
best judgement of Quickstep and there is no guarantee that any of these estimates or projections will be achieved. Actual results will vary from t he
projections and such variations may be material. Quickstep has no obligation to tell recipients if it becomes aware of any inaccuracy in or omission
from the information in this presentation.
Other than for the pictures of the Quickstep facilities and machinery, the assets featured in the pictures in this presentation are not assets of t he
Company.
By accepting this presentation, you acknowledge and agree to be bound by each of the foregoing statements.
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Quickstep – Vision and Mission
Advanced Manufacturing, Smart Technology in one
Vision:
To Deliver Innovative Composite
Solutions Globally

Global
Composite
Solutions

Mission:
Through smart technology and the creation
of unique value propositions for each of our
stakeholders, we will become the global
provider of choice in delivering high quality
composite manufacturing solutions
Advanced
Manufacturing

Smart
Technology
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Global Industry Sector Growth Rates
Demand for carbon fibre is forecast to increase by about 23% p.a. across all industry sectors.
Demand from the fastest growing sector, automotive, is forecast to grow at about 50% p.a. to 2020
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*Forecasts originated from Professor Andrew Walker (University of Manchester), a global expert on composites.

»

Carbon fibre composites are in demand from the aerospace and
automotive sectors because:
–

–

–

US/European governments are increasing penalties to reduce carbon
emissions
Aerospace companies need greater strength for weight than provided by
metal; reducing weight saves fuel and lowers emissions
Automotive passenger vehicles in 2006 had an average fuel economy of
170g CO2/km or more; by 2020 no major market will allow this; in the
EU, emissions will have to nearly halve to 95g CO 2/km

»

Aerospace:
–

»

Automotive:
–

»

Forecast cumulative annual growth rate (2010–2020) of 14.7%
Forecast cumulative annual growth rate (2010–2020) of 49.9%

All sectors:
–

Forecast cumulative annual growth rate (2010–2020) of 22.9%
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Quickstep - Overview in 2015
Aiming to be a world leader in advanced composites manufacturing

Aerospace
Manufacturing

Quickstep
Systems

Quickstep
Aerospace

Quickstep
Automotive

Proven manufacturer of
carbon fibre composite
components & complex
assemblies for Defence
aerospace

Manages product &
process development
including R&D, patents
& commercialisation
across the group

Disruptive technology
that lowers the cost of
manufacturing aerospace
components

Disruptive technology for
the automotive industry
which enables Class A
finish, with high quality
surface at a lower cost

Flagship projects include
20-year program for
Joint Strike Fighter jet &
5-year program for the
‘Super Hercules’ C-130J
transport aircraft in
production

Positions Quickstep as a
leading global innovator
of composites
manufacturing solutions

Sale of Qure process
technology to a European
aerospace composites
manufacturer
demonstrates the
potential for Quickstep’s
technology

Quickstep’s Letter of
Intent with Thales
Australia starts to provide
credentials in automotive
sector
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Quickstep – Products Overview

Aerospace
Manufacturing

Quickstep
Aerospace

»

Largest independent aerospace composites
manufacturer in Australia

»

»

Uses autoclave curing to make
components

»

»

AS9100 and Nadcap accreditation provides
a stepping stone toward securing
aerospace work from prime contractors

»

Disruptive fluid heat transfer method for
faster curing
New autoclave alternative which offers the
aerospace industry faster production,
greater design flexibility & more control
over cure cycle
Division supplies, installs & maintains
Quickstep’s patented ‘Qure’ machines and
processes

»

16,000m2 plant based in NSW

»

All facets of aerospace/defence composite
manufacturing contract work

»

»

Partnering with some of the world’s largest
aerospace & defence companies

Lower cost to put in an industrial
environment than autoclave

»

First Qure for customer ORPE Technologiya
is being prepared for delivery

Quickstep
Automotive
»

Newly established division based near
Victoria’s auto manufacturing hub

»

Provides ‘Rapid Qure’ composite process
technologies for automotive

»

»

»

Being developed to compete with the auto
industry’s compression moulding and other
composite technologies
Fully industrialised, automated process
offers lower capital, tooling and running
costs
Focus on ‘Class A’ and structural parts
-

Bonnets, decklids, canopies

-

Seat and interior structures
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Quickstep – Key Customers & Locations
MUNICH

USA

Quickstep support office
for Aerospace and
Automotive
– Sales and R&D
– 10 employees

BANKSTOWN

Manufacturing and
Quickstep Aerospace
– Nadcap accredited
facility
– 150 employees

Europe

Australia

WAURN PONDS

Quickstep Automotive
– Fit-out complete CY15
– Expected to employ
30 by 2017

Global Auto OEM
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Quickstep – Senior Management & Chairman
Tony Quick
Non Executive Chairman
»
»

»

40 years’ aerospace & defence experience
Established GKN Aerospace Engineering
Services in 2001 in Australia, which provided
design services to JSF & grew to more than
240 aerospace engineering staff; managing
director to 2009
Chair of Defence Materials Technology Centre

Nicole Sharman
Chief Financial Officer
» Joined in 2014; 20 years’ experience
» Background in automotive, manufacturing,
engineering & service organisations
» Experience encompasses risk management,
governance, financial & management
accounting, company secretarial & public
officer of private, unlisted public & multinational companies

David Marino
Managing Director & CEO
» Joined Quickstep Feb 2015 as MD & CEO
» Previously COO of Futuris Automotive; led
team of 1600 people and responsible for
businesses with ~$400 million revenue in
Australia, Thailand & USA
» Extensive experience in the China market,
establishing new customers & plants
» Significant experience establishing
manufacturing plants worldwide

Philippe Odouard
Executive Director-Aerospace
» Appointed MD and CEO in 2008; now
Executive Director - Aerospace
» Significant management experience in
aerospace and defence
» Previous senior management roles at
Thiess and Thomson-CSF (now Thales
Australia)

Tim Olding
Vice President – Systems
» Appointed February 2015; 25 years’
automotive industry experience
» 19 years at GM Holden culminating as
Managing Engineer with Holden’s
Advanced Vehicle Development Centre
» Leads all engineering & R&D for
Quickstep worldwide

Michael Schramko
Vice President – Operations
» Joined Quickstep in 2011 as VP
Manufacturing & Operations
» Aerospace experience includes Airbus
UK, Hawker De Havilland and Boeing
Aerostructures (US & Australia)
» Previously Operations Manager for the
Fisherman’s Bend site of Boeing
Australia
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Quickstep - Revenue Growth

»

H1 FY2015 sales were $13.4 million, up more than
300% from H1 FY2014 sales of $3.7 million

»

Quickstep anticipates sales in excess of
$30 million for FY2015 excluding income from the
Quickstep Aerospace project (FY2014: Sales $12 million)

»

Sales for the nine months to 31 March 2015 were $28.5
million including progressive recognition of the Quickstep
Aerospace project which is expected to be finalised in the
fourth quarter of FY2015

»

H1 FY2015 revenue, including grants, was
$15.7 million (H1 FY2014: $6.3 million)

»

Quickstep expects FY2015 total revenue to exceed $35
million

»

As Quickstep’s aerospace manufacturing activities grow
they will generate strong cash flow
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Quickstep – Financial Position

Financial position as at

31-Dec-14
$m

30-Jun-14
$m

ASSETS
Cash

3.8

0.6

Receivables
Inventories

2.1
9.1

6.2
8.2

Other current assets

2.5

4.6

Property, plant and equipment

12.8

13.5

Other non-current assets

0.0

0.0

TOTAL ASSETS

30.3

33.2

LIABILITIES
Payables

3.6

5.3

Deferred income

11.3

13.8

Loans and borrowings

2.5

0.0

Other current liabilities

0.7

0.4

Loans and borrowings - non current

10.8

10.5

Other non-current liabilities

2.5

0.1

TOTAL LIABILITIES

31.4

30.1

NET (LIABILITIES) ASSETS

(1.1)

3.1

• Receivables in FY2014 include R&D tax
incentive and government grants
• Property, plant and equipment includes
Bankstown Airport facility opened in 2012
• Deferred income relates to prepayments
associated with C-130J and Quickstep
Aerospace contracts
• Non-current loans include $10 million Export
Finance Facility Agreement with ANZ and Efic
• Additional A$3 million facility secured in
February 2015 through Newmarket Financing
Management (strategic investor in carbon
fibre industry)
• Awarded GRIIF grant A$1.76 million to
establish Automotive division at Waurn Ponds
• At 31 March 2015 Quickstep held $2.6 million
cash, with an additional $0.7 million in
restricted term deposits
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Aerospace Manufacturing – Markets
» Quickstep is partnering with the
world’s largest and most advanced
aerospace organisations

Military Aircraft

Light Aircraft

Commercial Aircraft

Helicopters

» Defence contracts with Northrop
Grumman, Lockheed Martin and
Marand/ BAE Systems
» Actively bidding for aerospace and
defence contracts
» Significant bidding/tendering and
qualification cycles; reliable, strong
cash flow once in production
» Potential markets for Quickstep’s
technology include:
–
–
–
–
–

Defence/Military Aircraft
Commercial Aircraft
Light Aircraft
Helicopters
Space & exploration
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Aerospace Manufacturing – Core Processes

Bankstown, NSW, Manufacturing Site

Precision Milling Machine (PMM)

Traditional Autoclave Curing Oven

NDT 10 Axis Automatic Centre
11
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Aerospace Manufacturing – Value Propositions

•
•
•

Traditional Autoclave
Manufactured Assemblies

Out of Autoclave
Manufactured Parts

Autoclave & Out of
Autoclave Assemblies

(Defence Aircraft)

(Light/Sports Aircraft)

(Defence/Commercial Aircraft)

Low-medium volume ‘build to print’
components & assemblies
Use of qualified Autoclave process for
composite component curing
Automated final assembly processes
and painting finish

•
•
•

Low-medium volume ‘build to print’
components & assemblies
Use of OoA Qure process for
composite component curing
Increased efficiency of manufacture
and optimised part and investment
cost

•
•

Medium volume global programs with
Defence & Commercial PRIMEs
Transfer of components across to OoA
Qure process to improve efficiency and
cost of manufacture
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Aerospace Manufacturing – JSF Program
» Overall agreement to supply JSF
parts to several different original
equipment manufacturers is
valued at up to US$700 million
over two decades
» Flagship contract for Quickstep
» Includes A$139 million
agreement to supply parts for
700 vertical tails for Marand &
BAE Systems
» Quickstep is making 21 JSF
components for Northrop
Grumman including doors and
panels
» Production commenced in 2012
and is accelerating
» 325 JSF parts completed at end
Q3 2015
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Aerospace Manufacturing – C-130J
» Quickstep is exclusive supplier of
carbon fibre composite wing
flaps for Lockheed Martin’s C130J “Super Hercules” aircraft

C-130J

» Awarded after competitive
international tender
» Memorandum of agreement to
produce 120 sets of wing flaps
valued at US$75 million over five
years
» Firm orders in place for 67 sets;
22 sets delivered by end Q3
» Quickstep is producing 3 sets of
wing flaps per month

Quickstep’s C130-J wing flaps being
assembled at Lockheed Martin

» Each set of wing flaps comprises
more than 200 individual parts
» C-130 is the longest continuously
produced aircraft (since 1954);
operated by 70 countries
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Manufacturing growth assured

» Continued increase in volume demand
from JSF will drive enhanced sales and
manufacturing performance

Projected JSF Quantities
200
180
160
140

» Further capital activities planned FY16 to
support further growth in coming
financial years (FY17-FY21)

120
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0
FY 14

FY 17

FY 19

FY 20

Forecast Sales
60
50
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30
20

» Forecast positive profit in FY16 from
Aerospace manufacturing operations

FY 18

10

Forecast

» Forecast positive operating cash Q1 FY16
from Aerospace Manufacturing operations

FY 16

Forecast

» Forecast Sales circa $48M AUD for FY16
based on JSF growth and full Year C130
at full rate

FY 15

0
FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16
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Aerospace Manufacturing- Growth Roadmap
Manufacturing Growth Roadmap

PHASE ONE

PHASE
TWO

Targeted Activities

Targeted Activities

manufacturing expansion
• Capital expansion to provide
additional production capacity
• Qualification of ure for
Aerospace/Defence supply
• Maximum utilisation of Assets
through composite opportunities
and consolidation

aircraft manufacturer 2,000 5,000 units p.a. for global markets
• Additional components using
Autoclave & OoA processes
• Qualification of ure process

Timeframe

Outcomes

• JSF & C130 component

Q

• Next 6-18 months

Outcomes

• Optimise all manufacturing
processes & supply chain

• Niche project with light/sports

Q

Timeframe

• Next one to three years

• Additional projects with diversified
customer base to fully utilise
existing assets
• Additional composites business
secured with PRIMEs

PHASE
THREE

Targeted Activities

• Medium volume projects – Defence
and commercial aircraft

• Sustainment of Regional
composites for JSF

• Focus on multiple market
opportunities & partnerships given
scale in home market

Timeframe

• Next three to five years

Outcomes

• New business implemented on OoA
process technologies

• Autoclave assets loaded with
appropriate new business

• Design & Implement Global
Production System (GPS)
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Quickstep Systems - Business Model
Manages all of Quickstep’s R&D, product &
process development & commercialisation
»
»
»
»
»
»

Research & Development
Product and process development
Commercialisation activities
Process qualification
Patent filing and management
Program management process

Development in Australia and Germany
»
»

Process and automotive in Australia
Aerospace R&D in Munich, Germany and
Australia

Quickstep RST Demonstrator

Working collaboratively with a range of
research institutions and industry partners
»

Partnership with Deakin University in Australia

Number of development projects underway
»

»

Further industrialisation of process
technologies
Product programs with several original
equipment manufacturer customers

Quickstep Qure Process
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Quickstep Systems – Unique Value Proposition

Unique value proposition is different for
each of Quickstep‘s divisions
» Common elements are:
–
–
–
–

Innovative processes
Solutions focus
Lower costs
Weight reduction

Specific growth strategies have been
developed for each Quickstep division
» Quickstep Aerospace

Patented manufacturing processes in Qure and RST providing a
Reduction in Assets Cost, Space utilisation, labour efficiency, Quality of
product and high level of customer value including high levels of mass
reduction and strength

» Quickstep Automotive

Low pressure process delivering optimal sandwich cored structures and
unique Resin processing delivering quality A-class surfaces.
Industrialisation for high volume in development leading to RapidQure
for global markets

Strong value proposition for aerospace,
defence, automotive & transport sectors
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Quickstep – Patented Process Technologies

Resin Spray Transfer (RST) – Lay-up
» Spray or deposit resin onto tool
» Pick & place 3D dry fibre preform onto sprayed resin
» Vacuum bag the resin / preform layup
» Cure
» Demoulding

Benefits
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Automated process
Faster processing times
Resin rich surface for exterior panels
‘Class A’ surface finish
Reduced material costs
Reduced tooling costs
Paintability

ure Process – Moulding / Curing
» Fast curing of composite using fluid heat transfer
» Turnkey manufacturing solutions for Aerospace,
Defence & Automotive business clients
» Significant advantages over traditional industry-based
manufacturing techniques

Benefits
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Reduced production time
Greater design flexibility
Better end-product technical characteristics
Reduced capital investment
Reduced energy consumption
Lower tooling costs
Greater control over cure cycle
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Quickstep – Process Technology Development

ure Process
»

Out of Autoclave (OoA) process developed for
Aerospace/Defence as replacement for Autoclave
–
–

»

–

»

»

Low-niche volume manufacturing of flat panel components
Applicable for premium automotive applications

Focus on reduced costs & improved processing time
over traditional Aerospace production methods

–

Rapid

–

Reduced Costs: Machine cost, tooling, power consumption
Processing time: Faster cycle time than Autoclave; <8k p.a.

Curing process, can be coupled with RST for ‘Class
A’ finish

Fully industrialised Qure process for the Automotive
as alternative to Compression Moulding
–

»

Medium-high volume manufacturing large complex parts
Application for automotive & transport applications

Focus on volume achievement, process reliability &
overall cost reduction

–
–

»

ure Process

Volume: >10k parts p.a.; up to 50-100k parts p.a.
Cost Reduction: Equipment, tooling, energy, part simplification

Coupled with RST lay-up process to produce ‘Class A’
surfaces, high quality & repeatable parts
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Quickstep –Technology Comparison
ure Process

»
–

-

Lower capital costs
Lower tooling costs

-

Lower running costs

-

-

Reduced processing times
Reduced cycle times

-

Reduced de-bulking

-

Improved resin flow

-

» Rapid
–

Main Moulding Process Technologies

Significant economic advantages
over Autoclave & Oven curing

ure Process

Being developed to compete with
Compression moulding for volume
-

Lower capital & tooling costs

-

Lower running costs

-

Low pressure core structures
Improved surface quality with RST

<3,000 units p.a.

ts
o
C
la
to
T

3,000-10,000 units p.a. >10,000 units p.a.

Autoclave

RTM

Compression
Moulding

Oven Curing

RapidClave

RapidQure

Hand Lay-up

Qure

Aerospace/Defence

Automotive
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Quickstep Systems - Technology Roadmap
Technology Development Roadmap

PHASE
TWO

PHASE ONE

PHASE
THREE

Targeted Activities

Targeted Activities

Targeted Activities

•

•
•

•

•
•

Increased Automotive activities at
Waurn Ponds
R&D Agreements put in place with
key research partners
Improvement activities undertaken
for Qure & RST

Timeframe
•

Next 6-18 months

Outcomes
•
•

Commercialisation of Qure for
Aerospace & Automotive
Process capability optimisation
small- mid volumes and delivery of
part projects

•

RapidQure solution optimised
Collaborative fast-resin project
scoped & commenced
Technical management of key Auto
& Aero projects

•
•

Strategic partners determined for
core processes & materials
RapidQure process fully
commercialised
Major volume

Timeframe

Timeframe

•

•

Next 18 to 36 months

Next three to five years

Outcomes

Outcomes

•

•

•
•

Improved cure cycles and faster
resins developed
Painting solutions enhanced
Development of RapidQure for high
volume Automotive applications

•

Manufacturing process capable at 5
mins cycle time
Automated solutions for all
manufacturing activities
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Quickstep Aerospace – Business Model
» Qure machines to manufacture carbon
fibre composite components are built
to customers’ production and volume
requirements
» Quickstep designs, supplies, installs
and maintains Qure machines and
processes, and trains customers’
operators
» Qure provides value for space, and can
be placed in an industrial environment
» Potential for joint venture
manufacturing
» Reduces costs – lower capital and
tooling expenditure and less energy
consumption
» Faster processing capacity compared
to autoclave; enables around 8,000
cycles per year

Quickstep’s
Qure machine
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Quickstep Aerospace – Value Propositions

•
•
•
•

Space & Exploration
Aircraft

Light & Sports
Aircraft

Defence & Commercial
Aircraft

(Unmanned)

(Small to medium size)

(Large global platforms)

Sale of Qure process to spacecraft
manufacturers – i.e. ORPE
Focus on low-medium volume
production customers
Customers potentially in developing
markets – i.e. Russia, China, India
Parts relatively flat, large surface area

•
•
•

Sale of Qure process to light & sports
aircraft producers
Flexible manufacturing solution for low
volume multiple tooling opportunities
Seek opportunities in both developing
& mature markets

•
•
•
•

Qualification of Qure with Defence &
Commercial
Sale of Qure process to large aircraft
PRIMEs & Tier 1 suppliers
Identify opportunities for Rapid Qure in
the aerospace & defence sectors
Manufacturing of parts in-house
outside Australia in asset light model
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Quickstep Aerospace – Qure Contract

»

First commercial sale of Quickstep’s
Qure

»

Quickstep secured $6 million contract
with ORPE Technologiya in July 2013

»

Qure was integrated, assembled and
tested at Quickstep’s Munich facility,
and has passed the customer
approval stage

»

Ready for delivery and installation at
customer’s premises; revenue is
expected to be booked in FY2015

»

Cost of using Qure to customer
estimated at 1/10 th of autoclave

»

Running costs of Qure estimated at
1/3 of autoclave

»

Once contract is complete, it will
provide a strong endorsement of
Quickstep’s technology

ORPE Technologiya Project

Quickstep’s Qure machine designed &
developed for ORPE Technologiya
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Quickstep Aerospace - Growth Roadmap
Aerospace Growth Roadmap

PHASE ONE

PHASE
THREE

PHASE TWO

Targeted Activities

Targeted Activities

Targeted Activities

•

•

•

•

Niche commercial projects identified –
i.e. ORPE
Qualification commenced with
commercial & defence PRIMEs

Timeframe
•

Next 6-18 months

Outcomes
•
•
•

Industrialisation of Qure process for
Aerospace
Process capability optimised
Aerospace Business Model and cost
competitiveness confirmed through
multiple RFI/RFP processes with key
customers

•
•
•

Low-medium manufacturing
application projects secured
Additional niche commercial projects
secured
Qualification completed
New R&D technology developments
completed in Germany – BMBF
program

Timeframe
•

Next 18 months to three years

•
•

Timeframe
•

•
•

Improved cure cycles and faster
resins developed
In-house manufacturing using Qure
process with key customers secured
RST opportunities identified

Next three to five years

Outcomes
•

Outcomes
•

Increase in machine sale projects
annually
Focus on multiple global market
opportunities and partnerships
Partnership sought with a key PRIME

•

RapidQure opportunities identified in
Aerospace further enhancing
competitiveness and cost optimisation
Focus on both commercial & defence
Aerospace
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Quickstep Automotive - Business Model
» Automotive division located at Deakin
University in Waurn Ponds
» $1.76 million Geelong Region
Innovation and Investment Fund
(GRIIF) grant awarded in 2015
» Funds will establish pilot Rapid Qure
» Targeting ‘niche’ volume production of
composite components and assemblies
–

–

Waurn Ponds facility

Direct supply to niche volume
manufacturers
Focus on lower volume opportunities
initially

» Potential for joint venture
manufacturing
» Quickstep manages:
–

–

–

Process design, engineering &
optimisation
Supply and commissioning of
equipment
Partnering, direct sale or leasing of
equipment

Quickstep’s Automated RST
Lay-up Cell

» Initial ‘niche’ volume project with a global OEM to commence in FY2016
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Quickstep Automotive – Target Markets
» Global vehicle production is forecast to
grow to 106 million by 2021

Major Global Vehicle Segments

» North America and Europe growing at
a slower pace than China
» Asia region is largest growth market
for vehicle production globally

A – Microcars

B – Sub-compact cars

C – Compact cars

» Quickstep is focusing on US, UK and
China markets
» Opportunities include:
–

Alternative energy vehicles, particularly
electric vehicles

–

Small volume premium level vehicles

–

Lightweight vehicles

–

Specialty vehicles

–

Sportscars

D - Large family cars

E – Executive cars

Full-frame Vehicles

Expected Vehicle Demand Increases by 2018

» Several automotive projects currently
being quoted by Quickstep
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Quickstep Automotive – Indicative Products

•

•
•

Lightweight
Sandwich/Core Structures

Lightweight
Structural Parts

Lightweight
Structural Body Parts

(Class-A Surfaces)

(Class-A Interiors)

(Sound Absorptive)

Rapid Qure low-medium pressure cure
process protects core/sandwich
structure
RST ensures ‘Class A’ surface finish
Commencing with low-medium volume
production

•
•
•

Structural interior parts
Focus on lower volume niche programs
Significant weight savings and greater
strength compared to steel

•
•
•

Parts with relatively flat, large surface
area
Processes provide cost benefits for
automotive companies
Targeting non-global platform models
for early adoption
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Quickstep Automotive – Hawkei

» Letter of Intent to deliver bonnet,
side skirts and mud guards for Thales
Australia's Hawkei protected mobility
vehicle; signed in October 2014
» Government sourcing decision with
Thales expected July 2015
» Hawkei is first contract using
Quickstep's automotive RST lay-up
technology

Thales Hawkei Project

Thales’ Hawkei Protection
Vehicle & demonstration
Quickstep part

» Design activity underway jointly with
Thales for pilot build in late
2015/early 2016
» Potential order value in excess of A$8
million
» Manufacturing plans and layouts
being developed for volume
production
» Fulfilment will provide credibility for
securing additional contracts
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Quickstep Automotive - Growth Roadmap
Automotive Growth Roadmap

PHASE ONE

PHASE
THREE

PHASE TWO

Targeted Activities

Targeted Activities

Targeted Activities

•

•

•

•
•

Small volume projects – from 500 2,000 units p.a.
Non-visible components, fast to
market
Defined Machine capability
(specs/radii/failure modes)

•
•

Niche volume projects – up to 2,000
- 5,000 units p.a.
‘Class A’ surface parts, medium time
to market
Explore M&A opportunities for
accelerated growth

Timeframe

Timeframe

•

•

Next 6-18 months

Next 18 months to three years

•

Timeframe
•

Outcomes

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Improved cure cycles and faster
resins developed
Production of larger parts &
assemblies
Industrialisation of RapidQure

Next three to five years

Outcomes

Outcomes

Define manufacturing process &
logistics
Process capability confirmed
Increasing process speed
Industrialisation of Qure

Medium –high volume projects –
greater than 10,000 units p.a.
Focus on multiple market
opportunities and partnerships

•

In series manufacture at target of 5
mins cycle time as minimum speed
Automated solutions to pre-forming
& trimming
Optimised painting solutions
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Quickstep – Summary
Advanced Manufacturing, Smart Technology in one
Quickstep Systems
» We are investing in the industrialisation of Qure &
RapidQure for mass volume at world class cost & quality

Aerospace Manufacturing
» We are ramping up capacity for an increasing volume in
Bankstown on JSF
» C-130J is now up to rate for first time, which will drive
profitability and positive operating cash flow
» We are working on securing new Autoclave and Qure parts
manufacturing contracts in Aerospace
– For both light commercial and defence aircraft
– This will further improve Bankstown’s performance

Quickstep Aerospace
» We are working on Qure contracts for aircraft markets &
increasing the production flexibility of our machines at
reduced cost and improved margin

Quickstep Automotive
» We are setting up Waurn Ponds to deliver Phase 1 Auto
contracts in all target products, working with multiple local
& global customers
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